
After Reading

Comprehension
 1. Recall In Hurston’s description, what kind of community was Eatonville? 

 2. Recall What was the big change Hurston experienced at age 13?

 3. Paraphrase What is Hurston’s view on slavery?

Literary Analysis
 4. Identify Main Ideas Review the chart you created as you read.  What is the main 

idea of the essay?  In what ways does race shape Hurston’s sense of identity?
 5. Analyze Tone Describe the tone of this essay.  What point does Hurston make 

by choosing this tone to discuss the subject of race?
 6. Make Inferences Judging from the anecdotes Hurston includes in her 

essay, what experiences and traits does she consider distinctively African-
American?  Support your answer with details.

 7. Interpret Analogy An analogy is a point-by-point comparison that uses one 
thing or idea to make sense of another.  Reread the analogy Hurston develops 
in lines 105–116.  What message does this comparison convey?  In your 
response, explain the meaning of each part of the analogy, including

• the colored bags • the “Great Stuffer of Bags” • the bags’ contents
 8. Compare and Contrast Author’s Perspectives Hurston’s views set her apart 

from most of her Harlem Renaissance contemporaries.  Choose one of the 
poets you have read in this unit, and use a chart like the one shown to contrast 
his perspectives with Hurston’s.  What similarities and differences do you find?

Hurston’s Views __________’s Views

What Defines Black Identity

Goals of Black Writers

Opinions of Whites

 9. Synthesize Details Reread the author biography on page 858 and the back-
ground on page 860.  What connections can you draw between Hurston’s 
personality, her life experiences, and her unique perspective on race? 

Literary Criticism
 10. Critical Interpretations The author Alice Walker, one of Hurston’s greatest 

admirers, finds Hurston’s views sometimes “exasperating.”  She notes that 
this essay “presents two stereotypes: the ‘happy darky’ who sings and dances 
for white folks, for money and for joy; and the educated black person who 
is, underneath the thin veneer of civilization, still a ‘heathen.’ ”  Do you agree 
with Walker’s views?  Why or why not?  Be specific in your response.
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